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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a report that contains three pages. One of the pages
contains a KPI visualization. You need to filter all the
visualizations in the report except for the KPI visualization.
Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is
worth one point.
A. Configure a page-level filter.
B. Add the same slicer to each page and configure Sync slicers.
C. Edit the interactions of the slicer that is on the same page
as the KPI visualization.
D. Configure a report-level filter.
E. Edit the interactions of the KPI visualization.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Cisco Catalyst switches CAT1 and CAT2 have a connection between
them using ports FA0/13.
An 802.1Q trunk is configured between the two switches.
On CAT1, VLAN 10 is chosen as native, but on CAT2 the native
VLAN is not specified.
What will happen in this scenario?
A. A native VLAN mismatch error message will appear.

B. VLAN 10 on CAT1 and VLAN 1 on CAT2 will send untagged
frames.
C. 802.1 Q giants frames could saturate the link.
D. VLAN 10 on CAT1 and VLAN 1 on CAT2 will send tagged frames.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A startup company hosts a fleet of Amazon EC2 instances in
private subnets using the latest Amazon Linux 2 AMI The
company's engineers rely heavily on SSH access to the instances
for troubleshooting.
The company's existing architecture includes the following
* A VPC with private and public subnets, and a NAT gateway
* Site-to-Site VPN for connectivity with the on-premises
environment
* EC2 security groups with direct SSH access from the
on-premises environment The company needs to increase security
controls around SSH access and provide auditing of commands
executed by the engineers Which strategy should a solutions
architect use''
A. Create an 1AM role with the AmazonSSMManaged InstanceCore
managed policy attached Attach the
1AM role to all the EC2 instances Remove all security group
rules attached to the EC2 instances that allow inbound TCP on
port 22. Have the engineers install the AWS Systems Manager
Session Manager plugin lor their devices and remotely access
the instances by using the start-session API call from Systems
Manager
B. Update the EC2 security groups to only allow Inbound TCP on
port 22 to the IP addresses of the engineer's devices Enable
AWS Config for EC2 security group resource changes Enable AWS
Firewall Manager and apply a security group policy that
automatically remediates changes to rules
C. Install and configure EC2 Instance Connect on the fleet of
EC2 instances Remove all security group rules attached to EC2
instances that allow Inbound TCP on port 22 Advise the
engineers to remotely access the instances by using the EC2
Instance Connect CLI
D. Update the EC2 security groups to only allow Inbound TCP on
port 22 to the IP addresses of the engineer's devices Install
the Amazon CloudWatch agent on all EC2 instances and send
operating system audit logs to CloudWatch Logs
Answer: B
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